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computationa.l models of knowledge acquisition are indispensable for the design of intglligent
tutoring systems. They give advice how to &slgr' instructions, helps and explanations. We
want to show how two kinds of models (external a'l,d internal ) are useful for the desigl of
Foblem solving monitors (PSMs). Especial the quality of helps is crucial for the acceptance of
a PSM. To put it shott: "Whe arc helps useful ahd when are the! confusing or pose nete
problew to thc leamer?"

I . Introduclion

This paper offers a contribution to ICAI in the ftamework of the problem solving monitor
ABSYNT. Our system - a special variant of an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) - is designed
with respect to a sequence of 37 Fogramüfng tasks which arc to be solved by students in the
visual fiinctional computer language ABSYNT (ABstract SYNtai Trces). Besides prcviding the
leamer with a füendly problem solving environment including a lrerp component. it sat|oes \s as
a testbed for research in the domain of izreaüon-based diagnostics, plan-parsing ol]ld design of
Äelps for Foblems solveß.

Research in these domains caMot be done withc'J.t studying tre bDwledge ocquisition process
of the student. IJaming processes are modelled by cozrputatiotal leaniry todels (e.g.lll,
[2]). In the domain of PSMS we distinguish extemal ard intemal computational models. An
intennl rrndel is an integated part of the PSM and is usually termed " student tnadel" [3l.Its
main purpose is the user-tailored generation of instructions, helps and explox.arions. An external
model is not a functional component of a PSM but is dgveloped in parallel using a broad data
basis to gain a more complete insight into the leaming process of the subject. At the plesent
state of art these models will rcp(esent the knowledge acquisition process and the knowledge
state of the student at different glain sizes and ranggs. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is
t}Ie fact tlat PSMS are at the present moment unable to analyse üe full mnge of prcblem solving
behavior which includes verbal data [4]. Intemal models are based on data which the PSM can
gather online, whereas our extemal models are based on viddotaped problem solving sessions
of dyades, which contain verbal episodes.
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We think that the development of PSMS or ITSs should include ,ot questions: Fißt, how
should the learning process be modelled wirh an extemal model ro develöp hypotheses for the
de,rign of optimal helps and-second1row should the student model aciluiö knowljdge to
Senerate act]lral, \settailored helps. Modeling rhe knowledge acquisition 

-process of stuäents
with extemal models has led us to the conclusion rhat Ieaming gocesses in our domain can be
ad€quately described by a combination of an impasse-driven- (IDL) l5l and success-d.rtuen
(SDL) [6]-[7] leaming rheory GDL-SDL-Theory) [8]-t101.

IDL-SDL makes predictions r?rer the student wiLl accept inforrnation as help, wlzen s7fte even
actively will search fot rlew informatron and..,qhat comett of information wiil ,Jrir the students
n€€ds. -Ihis hal practical consequences for the consfruction of PSMs.'fhe design of interactir)e
and adaptive helps requires the successful solntton of a synchronization probletutbetvleen the
knowledge state of the leamer and the diagnosis of the PSM conceming ihis state: the student
model. So ir our PSM t\9 lpdate of the inrenal student model and rhe prarisioz of help
information follows IDL-SDL-Theory devolop€d with extemal models.

2, The Problem-Solving Monitor ABSYNT

PSMS p-rovide the leamer with a problem-solving environment including a diagnosis but no
cüdcular compoient ABSYNT is used to communicate knowledge abbut a visual, purely
functional, fee-like visual prograrnming language based on ideas published in germaa icho<il
u 1l and univeßity text books I l2]. Funher morivation for rhe design of ABSYNT is given in
[I3j. Basicresearch dealing wilh lhe design ofrhe syslem tom a psychotogical poinr of view
is described in u4l - [l71.

ABSYNT provid€s an iconic ewironment and is aimed at supporting the acquisition of
functional programming concepts up to recurtive systems, A progiäm consists of a head and a
body üee. Also therc is a start tree from which programs can be ialled. The nodes of the trees
are constants, pariuneteß, pdmitive and self-defined operators. The connections between the
nodes are the "pipelines" fo! control and data flow. Programs are edited by raking nodes with
the mouse from a menu bar and connecting them.

On demand there is also a visual trace which was implemented according to the runnable
specification of the interpreter [15]. Additionally tht user can. test hlpotheses about the
conectness of het4fs implementations. Figures I and 2 depict snapshots of ahe interface when a
student has prograJDmed a wrong solution of the problem "even" and tries to propose some
hypotheses about the usefulness of parts ofhis program. The answers to her/his liypötheses are
geoerated by rules defining a goals-means-relation (GMR; more derails below). This feedback
can be viewed as ,?lpJ from üe system oz rl e langwtge level.

3. Rule-based Help for the Acquisition of Semantic and Ptanning
Knowledge

Il is slandard lheory in cognilive science to assune thal prcglamming requires the acrirati,rll and
applica ion of at least four k-now ledge sources:

l- t uthettatical eJ]td, algortürnical Wekiou,tlßd€:e2. knowl€dge about the rynt4.r of the language
3. knowledgeabouttte semanticsolthelwtgtage
4. planning knowledge about the Fagmatical use ofthe language

It is quite natual to design helps accordingly. In our rcsearch we confine ou$elves to the two
last knowledge sources.
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We designed:

ad3t2-D-r les descibing the operational senurtr'c,r ofthe ABSYNT-language [16],[18]
ad 4t Planning rules which dasoatbe progra nning krcwledge inABSYNT U9I

e
@

No: Your hypothesis cannot be completed to a solution known by the system.

Figure l: A snapshot of the ABsYNT-inrerface showing an incorect program with a user
h]?othesis (bold) and the systems feedback.
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Figure 2: The ABsYNT-interface showing another user hypothesis. The system returns
hypothesis (lower half on the left) to indicate its corfectness. On demand (bold line)
system shows the next node of a complete solution (lower half on the ngrD.
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The behavior of.the ABsYNT-inreryrerer can be predicred by the knowledge of 1g ,'state_

centercd" senantic rules. They werc represented as lwc.dirnensional visual nrlei which serve as
help material for ABSYNT-usen.The complete ser can be found in [18].

Plakning knowledge for 37 task is regesented in 462 rules which define the GMR. The GMR
can be looked at.as a tule-based inference system. a grammar ot an ANDIOR-G raph vith
paramerrjzed nodes. The rules are similar but more powerful than those found in Ul,i2l,[20].
The^c,MR is able to awlyse a d syntherize several millions of sotutions even if tlijfiiigit of
ABSYNT-trees is resrricted lo five nodes. Because nodes of r}e AND/OR cmoh cän be
pammetrizEd for subgoals. the relarion enables analysis and synlhesis ofeven pailic'l solutions
which.enables the tesqlg.of user hypotheses (Figurbs l, 2). An example for the graphical and
natural language compilation ofone planning ruleis given in Figwr 3.

the main goal is to program the eyez predieate tthich can beIF

THEN

AND
IF

THEN

'Appneil to a subgoal'
the solution of this goal complises rhe followhg stop:

l?4ve space in the worksheet of the ABSYNI environment for the yet ro be
programrned ABSYNT ürf

your next planning step qeates the more differcntiaßd AND-goal nee

brancliing(...)
the solution of this new goal is a ABSYNT tlee which can be inserred in rhe

solurion of the main goal

evsn_fasl_recursion

Figure 3
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The GMR is defined by the planning n res and rcpresents the core of the help system at the
language level, which is designed according to some postulates. It should:

. offer the environment to check vorious hypotheses abolut the nsefulness of
sgveral parts of the progam proposed by the student. enbody expett knowledge to genercte helps or solütion proposals

, diagnase goaJs, intentions and the knowledge state ofthe problem solver. comrnunicate new khowledge (helps) only in sensitive time periods, where the
problem solver is willing to accept such ifformation [5]. gather data fiom the hyothesis-testing process ozline to adapt the intemal student
model continuously. deliver only mininnl forrnation so that the student is able to leave the impasse
situation by his own thus improving his problem solving skills

Tlis interactive hypothesis driven approach is rather different from other systems known from
Lierature [1], [21]-[25] and is a direct consequence of IDL-SDLTheory (see below).

4. External and Internal Computational Models of Knowledg€ Acquisition

An External Model for the Acquisition of Rule Kdowledge on the Basis
of Visual Helps

A necessary prerequisite of gogramming is sorne knowledge about the syntax and sernantics of
the language. we studied the acquisition of semantic knowled.ge, The semantics of
progamrning languages can be defined in three ways: (a) tlrc operational approach, (b) the
denotational apprcach and (c) the axiomatic approach. We chose the operational approach
because it seemed to us more suitable for novices than the others. The behavior of the
ABsYNT-interpreter is reprcsented by trlo-diftEnsional (2-D) visr@l ,zles which werc supplied
as help material in case of difficulties or impasses. We asked sübjects to predict the actions of
the ABsYNT-interyreter [8]-[10]. The results dealing with knowledge acquisition can be
described by an iterdtive two-stage simulotion model which is capable of Fedicting 6070 of
continuous portions of encoded protocols ü01:

l. Knowledge acquisitioz by impasse-driven leaming:
Ditriculties [26], [27] or impasses [5], [28] lead to problom solving by tlrc
appßcaljon of weok hcrristicJ. With the help of the visual rules zeir kßwledge
about the se[rantics of ABSYNT is stored in memory.

2. Knowledge optimiz4lioz by success-driven leamingi
Due to practice, thglxlowledge is ßorganized so that it ca.rl be used morc
efficiendy. Ir the similation model this is done by the composition d rules to
compound rules [29],[30] and macro-operatots like rule nets [31].

The data show that the subjocts pr€dicted thc behavior of the interpreter and the computation of
programs on the basis of mental rules ot mental m!1cro-operators. They used help information
onl! in nonoptimization stages of tho process. The questio[ is, whether to adapt the help
material accordingly. That is to offer visual rules and visual maso-rtles synchronized to the
mental opemtors the students use.
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4,2 An Internal Model for the Acquisition of Rule Knowledge on the Basis of
Checking Us€rs Hypotheses

Our domain makes ir absolurely necessary to constral.n the overwheltinglarge feedback space
by an inremal model (studenr model) which is not imDlemenred yet. lr is not unusual that a user
h)?othesis can be completed by a hundred solurions. Even whän only the nerr node is shown
there.are too many possibilities to choose frod. IDL-SDL-Theory te J us o propose only helps
which the user can assimilare accordingro his knowledge state. öeneration oi afpmpriarä netirs
musr be done by rhe student model which has to be leanred automatica.lly.

A knowledge .vcte is viewed as a set of rules, malrules, and their composites. The student
model consists of that set of rules which can ggnerate the implemgntations and which can be
derived from the student's proposals of h5ryotheses.

'fhe acquisition of rules and, their composites is easy. Those rules which wele used for
successful paßing make a chain of parially insrantialed planning rules. These rules can be
composed and generalizrd according to [29, 301 to higher planninE JcremeJ. Composing n
successive rules results in an n-rh order scheme. The highest scherne is a rule which relatei a
I)Iogramming task to a complgte solution: an example.

T1rc acquisition of malrules is a bit trickier. Programs are tlees. Selecting a subtree for a
h'?othesis is equivalent to cut the tree (Figure 4 lefu. With our GMRII is possible to
reconsrucl various goals depending on which fee is used.fot the reco ,struction of the goals.
We can reconstrnct the rool goal of the plrole ree, the toot goal 26' of the selecied tee, the
r(nt EoaJ Z of the not selected tree ar'd. the context of ZA' in the n ot selectedbü autotatically
completed ltreE whichis <ZA,ZB,ZC>. "lhese Z's are goals of the subtrees within rhe right side
of the same planning rule. If ZA' is not equivalent to ZA then the selected üee implements a
wrcng goal. From.this informarion (goal conflicts) we can genemte malnles. rheir composites.
and efior explanabons.

concrete program tree
student )

goal tree
( = proposal of the

se lected
f o r
hyp oth es is

Figure 4: A schematic ABSYNT-program and the conesponding goal tr€es
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5. Conclusions for the Design of Helps in PSMs

In the near future we will convert the rules of the GMR into visual planning helps (see Figue 3
as an example) on the goal,level. Bur addirional design features are näcesdary, whijh are
recommended by our extemal and intemal model:

Ov external model allowed rhe further development of IDL-SDL-Theory. That theory gives
two main advices to PsM-builders:

. The corltent of helps has to be syncronized to the knowledge state consisting ofrules
and Inacroopemto$,. Helps should only be offered at impasse t'ne. Best is to let the user ask for help.

Ow intemal ffßfrel (yet to be implerFnred) wiü. automatically leam rules ald malnrles at impasse time (hypothesis test time). constrain the feedback space. explain errors on the basis of goal conflicts or goal collisions: irnplementations vs. task
requ ements

Both models give valuable information for the design of PSMs: Th e exarnal model fot general
design deckio6. the internal model for concrete hel-p gencraion.
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